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Presentation outline

Three quantitative approaches on 
syntactic variation:

1. “Classifying Dutch dialects using a 
syntactic measure”/ “Measuring 
syntactic variation in Dutch dialects”

2. “Associations among linguistic 
levels”

3. “Discovery of association rules 
between syntactic variables”
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SAND1 domains
1. Complementisers

– ‘t lijkt wel of er iemand in de tuin staat.
“it looks AFFIRM if there someone in the garden stands”

2. Subject pronouns
– Ze gelooft dat jij eerder thuis bent dan ik.

“she believes that you earlier home are than I”

3. Subject doubling
– As-ge gij gezond leeft, leef-de gij langer.

“if youweak youstrong healthily live, live youweak youstrong longer”
4. Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns

– Jan herinnert zich dat verhaal wel.
“john remembers himself that story AFFIRM”

5. Fronting
– Dat is de man die het verhaal heeft verteld.

“that is the man who the story has told”
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Dialectometric methods

• A quantitative research perspective
– Assign numerical values to linguistic variables
– Using a measure of linguistic distance
– Add up individual variables to objectively arrive

at more general description (versus interpreting 
isogloss bundles)

– Examine aggregated differences between 
language varieties

• KEY: From measuring individual linguistic 
variables (qualitative) to aggregated differences 
between language varieties (quantitative)
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Hamming distance
• Syntactic context in SAND1 map 68a

Weak reflexive pronoun as object of inherent reflexive verb:

variable Lunteren Veldhoven distance 

r68a:zich   0 
r68a:hem    0 

r68a:zijn_eigen    1 
r68a:zichzelf    0 
r68a:hemzelf    0 

     
Distance between the dialects of Lunteren and Veldhoven = 1  

(1 / 5) * 100 = 20 % 

"John certainly remembers that story."

AFFIRMstorythathimselfremembersJohn

wel.verhaaldatzichherinnertJan
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Distance matrix

0.1400.2160.1220.0990.095Veldhoven

0.1400.2250.1260.1530.153Sint-Truiden

0.2160.2250.2270.2580.237Doel

0.1220.1260.2270.1090.109Hollum

0.0990.1530.2580.1090.128Bellingwolde

0.0950.1530.2370.1090.128Lunteren
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External reference maps

• Daan & Blok map 
(based on Perception)

• De Schutter map 
(based on expert opinion)
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SAND1

• 485 variables
• r = 0.959
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zijn eigen zelf 

zijn eigen 

zijn zelf 

zijn 

zichzelf 

zich 

hemzelf

hem

focus
“zelf”

ownness
“eigen”

possessive
“zijn”

reflexive
“zich”

personal
“hem”

Feature variables

• Mapping from atomic variables (first column) to 
feature variables (first row) with respect to 
reflexive pronouns:
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Association questions

1. To what degree are aggregate pronunciational, 
lexical and syntactic distances associated with 
one another when measured among varieties of 
a single language?

Are syntax and pronunciation more strongly associated with 
one another than either is associated with lexical distance?

2. Is there evidence for influence among the 
linguistic levels, even once we control for the 
effect of geography?

Do syntax and pronunciation more strongly influence one 
another than either (taken separately) influences or is 
influenced by lexical distance?
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RND SAND

 RND     SAND
» 360 267 locations
= 70 common dialects
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Correlations among linguistic levels I

0.648

0.496

0.617

r

42 %

25 %

38 %

r2 * 100

Pronunciation

Syntax

Lexis

Linguistic level 2

Syntax

Lexis

Pronunciation

Linguistic level 1

• Based on the 70 common varieties
• Using Levenshtein (pronunciation) and GIW (lexis 

and syntax) distance measures
• For all correlation coefficients: p < 0.001
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Correlations among linguistic levels II

0.350

0.183

0.374

r

12 %

3 %

14 %

r2 * 100

Pronunciation

Syntax

Lexis

Linguistic level 2

Syntax

Lexis

Pronunciation

Linguistic level 1

• Without the influence of geography as third factor
• Based on the 70 common varieties
• Using Levenshtein (pronunciation) and GIW (lexis 

and syntax) distance measures
• For all correlation coefficients: p < 0.001
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Data mining the SAND
• Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)

– “the science of extracting useful information 
from large data sets or databases” (Hand et al.,
2001)

– An umbrella term for techniques like association 
rules, decision trees, neural networks, ...

• Association rule mining: A C
– A: predicting attribute value(s) (“antecedent”)
– C: predicted class (“consequent”)

• Based on proportional overlap
– Geographical co-occurrences of variables
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“Complementiser of comparative if-clause” (14b)
‘t lijkt wel of dat er iemand in de tuin staat. 
it looks [affirm] if that there someone in the garden stands 

“Subject doubling 2 singular” (54a)
Ge gelooft gij zeker niet dat hij sterker is as -ge gij.
youweak believe youstrong certainly not that he stronger is than youweak youstrong

“Weak reflexive pronoun as object of inherent reflexive verb” (68a)
Jan herinnert zijn eigen dat verhaal wel. 
John remembers his  own that story [affirmative] 

“Short subject relative, complementiser following relative pronoun” (84a) 
Dat is de man die dat het verhaal verteld heeft.
that is the man who that the story told has 

A.

B.

C.

D.

Sample variables
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Sample data illustration

• Example: 4 variables (A-D) in 7 locations (1-7)
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Sample data results

The 8 highest ranked association rules:
# Antecedent Consequent Interestingness Complexity Accuracy Coverage Completeness

1. B  A  D 0.86 1 100 42 60
2. A  D B 0.86 1 60 71 100
3. D B 0.57 0 100 14 33
4. D C 0.57 0 100 14 33
5. B D 0.57 0 33 42 100
6. C D 0.57 0 33 42 100
7. B A 0.29 0 66 42 50
8. A B 0.29 0 50 57 66
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Conclusions

1. Dialectometric methods can be 
successfully applied to syntactic data and 
the results clearly show geographically 
coherent patterns

2. There are significant associations among 
the syntactic, pronunciational and lexical 
levels, but geographic distance plays a 
very important role as an underlying 
structuring factor

3. Association rule mining based on
proportional overlap can contribute to the
identification, exploration and validation of
associations between syntactic variables


